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Email ? Use this to log in to your account, receive notifications and get handy updates from usTurn
off safe browse to show content that has been flagged by the community as not safe for
workRetrieved 2 March 2012Retrieved December 31, 2016He has recorded songs in English, Arabic,
and French.[14]

Numbers, dots and dashes are ok, tooAhmed Bukhatir graduated in 1999 from Al Ain University of
Science and TechnologyAl-Qodso Tonadeena Flash player is not installed on your system or you do
not have javascript enablediDealMuslimPro 32,301 views 8:37 Loading more suggestionsHelp us with
just a few more questionsITAQULAAH FearAllah 21,078 views 2:48 One of THE BEST NASHEED IN THE
WORLD

Please try again laterHis father is Abdul Rahman Bukhatir,[2] who became a successful businessman
during the economic boom that occurred in the UAE during the 1970s and 80s.[3] As a child Bukhatir
spent several years at an Islamic center in Sharjah learning the rules of Quranic recitation called
Tajwid.[1] Bukhatir began singing professionally at the age of 20, and released his first album in
2000 entitled Entasaf Al-Layl.[3] Throughout his recording career he has continued to sing without
musical instruments according to the Islamic Sharia law.[1] His live performances have attracted
sizeable audiences, such as at a Global Peace and Unity (GPU) event in the United Kingdom in 2006
that gained an audience of 35,000 attendees to see the various speakers and performers.[4] He has
participated in many charity events including the Muslim Aid 25th Anniversary Event in London,
United Kingdom, in 2010.[5][5][6] Along with Islamic nasheeds, Ahmed also performs nasheeds
which place emphasis on community issues in multiple societies both within and outside the world of
Islam.[7] Today Bukhatir is considered to be among the ten most prominent singers of Nasheed in
the world.[8]Alafasy 77,021,700 views 4:36 Who I Am Zain Bhikha featuring Abdul Malik Ahmad
(Halal Nasheeddulqarnayn1 762,863 views 6:00 - Mishari Rashid Al Afasy - Rahman - Duration:
4:36Close Yeah, keep it Undo Close This video is unavailableClose Learn more You're viewing
YouTube in English (US)Twitter Username ? This is your profile URL"The UAE is always there for
everybody in need of help." The initiative is so amazing and reflects how the UAE Rulers do care for
others, he addedSuch dilemma has inspired Bukhatir to come up with this album to develop
awareness of the whole world on the suffering of those vulnerable children who have nothing to do
with the entire fight, Bukhatir underlinedAhmed Bukhatir was born in Sharjah, United Arab
Emirates.[1] He was the fifth child of ten born into his family c3545f6b32
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